Hello, newly declared BME Major! A warm virtual welcome from BME at UVA. I’m sure today had its challenges. BUT to make BME Fall Advising for New Majors less challenging, we are here with pre-advising to augment your upcoming interaction with your BME faculty advisor. Here’s how it works:

At the center of BME pre-advising is our BME Undergraduate Student Google Doc. Here we address things like, What courses should I take? What if the BME course I want is full? How do I get a Medical Center ID badge? Just look under the tab “New BME Students (Rising 2nd Years).”

This is a dynamic forum so please ask questions! In doing so, you benefit all your peers. Premed, study abroad, double major, specific classes, best way to interact with your advisor, undergrad research, prerequisites—ask away! On the flip side, private questions can be asked to me and Dr. S Barker. We are here to help.

I’ve seeded a few questions and can think of many more. So, keep checking back. We really miss you and look forward to seeing you in the Fall. Sincerely,

Kitter Bishop (BME Undergrad Coordinator) kitter@virginia.edu
Dr. Shannon Barker (BME Undergrad Director) Shannon.barker@virginia.edu
BME Undergraduate Student Google Doc, https://docs.google.com/document/d/13qaJms7E3zZ2s38mG-xmkwd3rinheAQ-nEPlkgcUQ9g